2021 EVOLUTIONIQ CASE STUDY:
SEVERITY RECOGNITION PARITY EXCEEDED

EvolutionIQ’s breakthrough turns
the tide on industry’s largest problem.
Commercial Insurance Claim handling has just had its
breakthrough moment. In multiple blind tests across the
claims life cycle, EvolutionIQ’s IQPriority P&C Claims
Guidance Platform predicted the eventual cost of claims
and litigation escalation more accurately than highly
experienced claims adjusters across multiple sets of claims.
Skilled adjusters across the industry, trusting IQPriority to
bring critical claim escalation to their attention proactively,
are now empowered to succeed in their core duties:
strategic thinking and claimant interaction to enable
efficient claim resolution and reduce claim cost.
This breakthrough is the solution to the Commercial
Insurance industry’s largest problem: huge adverse
development and unrecognized severity which drive large,
avoidable losses throughout the claims inventory.

HIGHLIGHTS

First commercially available
solution to match or exceed senior
adjusters in severity recognition:
20% More Accurate Ultimate Cost
Prediction than in-depth cost audit
by senior adjuster staff for early
lifecycle claims.

85% accuracy in indentifying
Attorney Involvement and pending
Litigation on claims with more than
90 days advance notice. 15% more
Accurate in Attorney Involvement
Predictions than senior adjusters.

Completely scalable– 24x7 review
of every open claim with updated
adjuster guidance in real time.

OVERVIEW & METHODOLOGY

The goals of the IQPriority platform are to
identify and alert senior claims managers to
existing open claims with large amounts of
unrecognized severity, to increase attention
and proactive claim handling ahead of
significant adverse development.
The platform is deployed on books of
commercial casualty & bodily injury claims.
The IQPriority system leverages EvolutionIQ’s
proprietary Artificial Intelligence engine, built
specifically for commercial claims, to extract
insight from all data sources attached to the
claim, and blend it with impactful external
data. For the first time, claims executives are
able to see across their book of open claims
and continuously scan and surface claims with
the most unrecognized severity to prioritize for
more active claim management.

THE CHALLENGE

Just 12% of claims in
typical Commercial
Casualty drive 70% of
the adverse development
for the typical carrier.

At EvolutionIQ, we call claims with large
unrecognized severity ‘Lurkers’ for their ability
to hide in the depths of a claim inventory
only to surface later and sink financial
performance via increasing claim cost, and
unwanted adverse development. These claims
represent the largest opportunity to impact
losses and control cost through more active
claims management and proactive settlement
negotiations early in the claim lifecycle.
The issue is that current adjuster processes
fail to identify these Lurkers until they pass
the point of impactability. At carriers across
the industry, Lurker claims represent tens of
millions in losses each year, and thus tens of
millions of opportunities for more effective
claims handling.

SOLUTION

EvolutionIQ was
20% more accurate
than senior adjusters
on identifying
unrecognized severity
The IQPriority platform is proven to identify
Lurker claims on average 400 days before
adjusters catch up via existing severity
recognition processes, and via a smartalerting process, bring these claims to the
attention of adjusters and their managers
in a continuous monitoring process of the
entire claim inventory.
IQPriority’s accuracy in identifying Lurker
claims enables adjusters to focus on
their core duties: using critical thinking,
interpersonal skills and negotiation skills
to settle claims effectively, and maximize
the value of their efforts in doing so on
the most impactable claims in the current
inventory.

IQPriority is configurable, and enables claim
adjusters and managers to receive a set number
of monthly alerts on the most impactable claims
in their purview, according to their bandwidth.
Insights offered on severity and litigation risk
via a continuously updating set of predictions
provide a consistent view of losses on each
individual claim.

CONCLUSION

Carriers’ adoption of IQPriority will enable their claim organization to proactively
contain cost on claims before they become unmanageable.

The system is deployed in partnership with the adjuster staff, and enables a more
effective, expense efficient allocation of adjuster time and effort on claims.
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